SDA's subliminally converting members to sunday worship

New sda logo :They claim the flames represent three angels? Where do you
see three angels? It is interesting how it shapes like a triangle or pyramid: this
logo has five occult symbols including the sun fire worship. take this symbol to

any new age christian and he will say "welcome brother"
The sda church graduate's the teens or members to sun worship:

Jungian psychology (symbols) the whole world is using them,
just look on all your household items and food items or watch
on the TV for these symbols, this is subliminal hypnosis, but
especially the SDA church is using them to change the belief's
of there members without there knowing it or their consent !
These symbols work just like subliminal messages to bypass
the conscious mind but are read by your sub-conscious mind.
The plan is to use symbols to change the members from
Saturday worship to sun-day worship. They train their pastor's
at the seminary to learn psychology they want to control the
people's minds instead of praying for the Holy Spirit to guide
them, they have thrown Him out and gone to the world and
learned how to take control of minds to mold and shape them.
This should be illegal to do this, but they are, we have the proof
on their magazines. We will give you a quick study on symbols :
what they look like, and how they work on the mind: see NLP
article by the adventist review admitting they use Neurolinguistic Programming --hypnosis (click here) (Sorry-the site
was shut down.)
1. Symbols imply information : example a business card
2. Symbols are a short cut to communication often tying together apparently
unrelated information.
3. Symbols potentially can confuse issues because the details are not clearly
articulated.
4. There are two ways of interpreting symbols:
a) rational - seek to understand and original and / or intended meaning.
b) Intuitive- seek meaning within one's own experience.
Freudian/Jungian psychology power of the unconscious (book: Seduction of
Christianity page 189)
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New Age --emphasis on Intuitive Consciousness (book Transcendental
Typology page 76)
NLP - bypassing client resistance (ie, belief system) (see Trance-formation
page 99) by the way the sda church has been using NLP for years ask the
members if they have ever sent one of their church members to LAB 1 Or LAB
2 or it might be called something else.
Symbols work best on man's intuitive side:
a) removes necessity for clear articulation of issues,
--two opposing views may use the same symbol (new age & christians)
--thus reassuring us that :'agreement" exists.
Psalms 74:4 "Thine enemies roar in the midst of thy congregations; they set up
ensigns (symbols) for signs"
" This entering in of Satan through the sciences is well devised. Through the
channel of phrenology, psychology, and mesmerism, he comes more directly to
the people of this generation, and works with that power which is to
characterize his efforts near the close of probation." {ST, November 6, 1884
par. 2}
Keep in mind that they only have to show you part of a symbol part of the time
because the minds subconscious reads it , later on they show you the whole
symbol or sometimes they add words with it to tell you what they want the
symbol to mean to your minds eye.
HERE IS THE SYMBOLS WE HAVE FOUND IN SDA LITERATURE :LETS
STUDY WHAT THEY REPRESENT OR THEIR MEANING FIRST THEN WE
WILL TAKE YOU TO THE ACTUAL PROOF THAT THE SDA CHURCH IS
USING THEM !

Another variation is the point, or dot, within the
circle resembling a bull's eye. You will see this in alot of sda literature and on tv
and products in your house hold, this symbol goes all the way back to egypt
circle with the dot meaning sun day or sun god day, new age and witch craft read
it as Lucifer's sun god day. This is the symbol your local target store uses. SDA's
also use it and they mean exactly what it they want it to =sun god day (sunday).

Notice how the world council of churches and the national council of
churches and the sda logo all have something in common; wavy lines ~ ~
means: water -people ,sun sails over the water new symbol of the new world
order, the wavy line goes back many years its roots meaning the age of
Aquarius. They use one or two or three wavy lines to represent the sun sails
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over the water (people) new , this is the plan of the new one world church for the
day of the sun to sail over the people in a magical boat- the sun's activity .This
symbol can appear horizontal or vertical either way--one two or three wavy lines
.Also the wavy lines representing flames is also used christians use flames to
represent the Holy Spirit but this is spiritualism.The wavy line also represents
Lucifer the Lunar serpent. notice the wavy lines on products in your household or
on the tv look for the sun the wavy line and the spiral on tv and see if they are
there !
now notice how the A with the three wavy lines in adventism matches the three
wavy lines in this book sold by the World council of Churchs: Which the SDA
church has signed their name too this BEM book Baptist Eucharist Ministry

The spiral means many things but mostly =building intuition--seeing
with the minds eye, the ancients believed that energy, physical and spiritual,
flowed in spiral form. The spiral represents both solar and lunar, masculine and
feminine, energies.The spiral also means induce a state of estacy ---celebration
The Latter day saints like the spiral so much they built a giganitic church in the
form of a symbol
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The Triangle was primary form of Pyramid and a
sacred symbol, because the Pyramid was typically the Pyramid of Heaven;
therefore the triangle is typical of Heaven. In the Egyptian stellar mythology, (the
god) Shu...first lifted up the heaven from the earth in the form of a triangle, and
at each point was situated one of the gods, Sut, Shu, and Horus...They are the
trinity.....The new age triangle can be found in a multitude of shapes and forms,
and sizes and is often combined with other symbols such as a circle, the sun,
the cresent moon, the square, and the star of david.

The Sun symbol has been revived by the New Age and the
SDA church and all denominations. The reason new age leaders and
babylonians have latched onto this nonsensical doctrine is clear: It is perfectly
consistent with PANTHEISTIC notion that a personal god who loves man does
not exist. In worshiping the sun and earth On SUN -DAY as planetary deities,
today's devoted New Age believer is, in effect, paying divine homage to and
honoring RA and Horus , the ancient Egyptian sun gods, Marduk, the ancient fire
god, and Set the god of fire, this is what Lucifer wants man to do worhip the sun ,
His day Lucifer's sun god day.
CLICK HERE TO SEE THE SUN ON BIBLE'S AT YOUR LOCAL BIBLE HOUSE
NOW

Yinyang is used frequently in alot of symbols especially
in the martial arts, but in religion it means that truth and error or light and
darkness can co-mingle, somehow the error and truth may come to a balance in
one's life.
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Notice these pagan hand signs in pagan temples from around the world we will
show you how these hands signs have been appearing on adventist literature,
the peace sign used by almost every one in america is actually a pagan occult
hand symbol.
Six pointed star : When surrounded by a circle, it represents
the "divine mind" (a counterfeit of God's wisdom) to
numerous occult groups through the century's. But to the
Jewish people , is their star of David. This is not a christian
symbol it is a occult symbol but christian's have accepted it
as christian. The six pointed star is used by freemason's and
others. notice it really is two triangles one pointing down
(female) one pointing up (male) also meaning many things
New Age bibles and leaders also teach that the all seeing eye of
Horus is the same as the eye of Shiva is the Hindu equivalent of
Horus the Egyptian Sun God. There are many versions of the allseeing eye ,also found on the dollar bill. New Age also believe
this all seeing means: let us do the see with the mind's eye for
you... Now the Bible says what the eye beholds it becomes now
if the new agers do the seeing for you then they take you away
from the Bibles truths and into a new age of conciousness.
The next symbol : Yoni kind of a football standing up shape
shown to the left meaning : woman (church) in childbirth ,
womb of the world, a new wonder world, giving birth to the Sun,
this symbol con-incides with the suns activity. Notice the shape
to the left with a pregnant women about to give birth .This
symbol will appear in many forms look below and see how the
united nations uses it and how the yoni is used as a globe to
represent the earth.
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United Nations meeting notice the yoni on the
background wall

The books above are actual books you can buy to study symbols: FOR FUTHER
STUDY IN SYMBOLS GO TO THESE WEB SITES BELOW AND SEE HOW
OTHER CHURCHES , WITCHCRAFT , OCCULTISTS ETC. ARE USING
SYMBOLS THIS IS VERY REAL WE ARE NOT MAKING THIS UP SEE FOR
YOUR SELF....CLICK BELOW

http://www.fastlane.net/homepages/wegast/symbols/logos.htm
http://www.spirittravel.com/logosymbology.htm
http://www.interfaith.org/links.html
http://www.cuttingedge.org/free16.htm
http://members.tripod.com/zodiacdrmr/altars.htm
http://www.fastlane.net/homepages/wegast/symbols/symbols.htm
http://www.symbols.net/
http://www.crossroad.to/text/symbols.htm
NOW WE WILL PROVE THAT THE ADVENTIST CHURCH IS USING JUNGIAN
SYMBOLS ON THEIR MAGAZINES AND EVEN PRIMARY DIVISION STUDY
PAPERS AND LITERATURE JUST CLICK ON THE SYMBOL BELOW AND IT WILL
SHOW YOU THE PROOF PLEASE PRAY BEFORE YOU VIEW THESE OCCULT
SYMBOLS THEY ARE VERY SHOCKING TO SEE THEM NOW THAT YOU KNOW
HOW TO READ SYMBOLS YOU WILL SEE THAT THE SDA CHURCH HAS BEEN
TRYING TO TAMPER WITH YOUR SUB-CONSCIOUS.

